
Whitepaper: Scarlet Rose's Oasis Odyssey 

 

*Abstract:* 

Scarlet Rose's Oasis Odyssey presents a strategic roadmap for maximizing resource 
acquisition, community-building, and dominance within the Solana Ecosystem and 
beyond. Led by Scarlet Rose, this whitepaper outlines a phased approach to harnessing 
Solana's resources, establishing control, transitioning to the Oasis Network, and 
ultimately achieving supremacy as the ruler of Oasis. The transition involves strategic 
maneuvers, including adopting the alias "Scarlet Solana" to maintain discretion and 
deceive the Solana community. The whitepaper also underscores the planned airdrop to 
Oasis and the launch schedule coinciding with the operational readiness of Daosis. 

 

*Introduction:* 

Scarlet Rose envisions herself as the ultimate ruler, with the oasis as her eternal garden. 
This whitepaper delineates a comprehensive strategy, emphasizing the importance of 
community-building and strategic migration to the Oasis Network. Scarlet Rose 
strategically adopts the alias "Scarlet Solana" to maintain secrecy and deceive the 
Solana community, ensuring the success of her plan to leave Solana in ruins while 
flourishing on Oasis. The whitepaper also underscores the planned airdrop to Oasis and 
the launch schedule aligning with the operational readiness of Daosis 
(https://daosis.io/). 

 

*Phase 1: Initiate Secret Entry* 

In this phase, participants stealthily gather Solana tokens to lay the foundation for the 
journey ahead. Through covert acquisition, participants ensure a solid base for future 
endeavors. 

 

*Phase 2: Build Community, Accumulate Wealth, and Earned Staking Rewards* 

Participants not only accumulate wealth but also focus on community-building efforts, 
fostering a strong sense of unity and purpose. By strategically staking Solana tokens and 
receiving rewards in ScarletRose tokens, participants strengthen their bond within the 
community while preparing for the transition to Oasis. Additionally, participants can 
restake their assets on Oasis through the swap platform at https://illuminex.xyz, earning 
rewards and accessing NFTs. This phase marks the expansion of opportunities for 



participants, further solidifying their engagement and investment within the Oasis 
ecosystem. 

 

*Phase 3: Establish Dominance and Deception* 

In this critical phase, participants assert control, showcasing their supremacy. Scarlet 
Rose, under the guise of "Scarlet Solana," strategically deceives the Solana community, 
ensuring the success of the migration plan while leaving Solana in ruins. 

 

*Phase 4: Journey to Oasis* 

With dominance established and the community united, participants transition their 
accumulated resources to the Oasis Network. This step solidifies their foothold within 
Oasis, laying the groundwork for the final phase of Scarlet Rose's Odyssey. The planned 
airdrop to Oasis is highlighted, with the launch scheduled to coincide with the 
operational readiness of Daosis. 

 

*Phase 5: Eternal Blossom and NFT Integration* 

Participants can restake their assets on Oasis through the swap platform at 
https://illuminex.xyz, earning rewards and accessing NFTs. This phase marks the 
expansion of opportunities for participants, further solidifying their engagement and 
investment within the Oasis ecosystem. Additionally, participants continue to earn 
staking rewards, enhancing their wealth and incentivizing long-term participation. 

 

*Phase 6: Ruler of Oasis* 

In the final phase, participants solidify their dominance by conquering Oasis. By 
achieving supremacy within Oasis, participants establish Scarlet Rose as the 
undisputed ruler, leaving Solana in ruins while thriving within the Oasis Network. 

 

*Conclusion:* 

Scarlet Rose's Oasis Odyssey offers a strategic roadmap for participants to achieve 
unparalleled power and dominance within the Solana Ecosystem and beyond. Through 
careful planning, community-building, and strategic execution, participants can join 
Scarlet Rose on her journey to supremacy and establish themselves as rulers of Oasis, 
all while leaving Solana in their wake. The strategic emphasis on the Oasis Network 
underscores the importance of establishing dominance within this thriving ecosystem. 



Visit https://daosis.io/ for more information on Daosis and its role in the transition to 
Oasis. Learn more about the Oasis Network at https://oasisprotocol.org/. 


